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1. Introduction 
1.1. The Jacobian Conjecture states that if k is a field of characteristic zero and 
F=(F,,. . .) F,) is a polynomial map from k” to k” such that the determinant of 
the Jacobian matrix (DjF,) is a non-zero constant, then F has a polynomial 
inverse. Here F, , . . . , F, are elements of k[X,, . . . , X,], D, = aiaXi, and (D,F,) 
is the matrix whose entry in row i, column i is D,F,. 
1.2. There are a number of facts relating to the conjecture which are of interest 
to anyone studying the problem. These include: elementary observations; proofs 
assuming certain additional hypotheses about F; and reductions of the problem to 
cases where F satisfies certain properties. Since this discussion will deal in depth 
with a particular approach, no attempt will be made to present all of these partial 
results. The reader is referred to [6] and [l] for such a summary. (The Introduc- 
tion and Part I of [l] is especially helpful because it surveys the history of the 
problem. We are indebted to Professor Hyman Bass for compiling that chronicle.) 
Here we will summarize or reference only those items which are directly relevant 
to the matters at hand. 
1.3. Notation and terminology. Throughout this paper, k will be a field of 
characteristic zero, and A will be the polynomial ring k[X,, . . . ,X,1, graded in 
the usual way. Given an arbitrary polynomial map F = (F,, . . . , F,) from k” to 
k”, we define the degree of F, denoted deg(F), to be the maximum of the total 
degrees in A of the polynomials F,, . . . , F, E A. We write J(F) for the Jacobian 
matrix of F, which is the matrix (DjF,) as in 1.1; j(F) will denote the determinant 
of the Jacobian matrix. J(F) is then an element of M,(A) - the ring of y1 x n 
matrices with entries in A, and j(F) lies in A. The grading on A induces a grading 
on M,(A). The hypothesis of the Jacobian Conjecture is that j(F) E k - (0)) and 
we will refer to this as the Jacobian hypothesis for F. We say F is an automorph- 
ism if the conclusion to the conjecture holds, that is, F has a polynomial inverse. 
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Under the Jacobian hypothesis, this is known to be equivalent to the bijectivity 
(even injectivity) of F : k” -+ k” [l, Theorem 2.11. We will write X to denote the 
identity map (X, , . . . , X, ). If H = (H, , . . . , H,, ) is a polynomial map, we write 
F=X- H if F=(F,, . . . , F,) is of the form Fi = Xi - Hi. If each of the 
polynomials H,, . . . , H,, is homogeneous of degree 6, we then say the map H is 
homogeneous of degree 6. We will be dealing extensively with the case where 
F = X - H, with H homogeneous, since the Jacobian Conjecture has been 
reduced to the case where F is of this form, with H of degree 3 (see 2.1). 
1.4. The Jacobian problem is unsolved for n 2 2. The conjecture is false if one 
drops the assumption ‘k is of characteristic zero’, even for n = 1, as the example 
F = (X + X”), where p = char(k), clearly demonstrates. For n = 2, the conjecture 
has been proved for F = (F, , F,) having ‘low’ degree - say 5 100. This result is 
due to Moh [3]. Also, the conjecture is known to be true, for any n, assuming 
deg(F) 5 2. This was first proved by Wang [5]. A short elegant proof of this, due 
to Oda [4], appears in [l, p. 2981, and also [6, Lemma 3.51. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. The degree 3 unipotent reduction. In [l, Part II] it is shown that the 
conjecture is true for all n provided it is true for all n in the case where 
F=(F,, . . . , F, ) is of the form Fi = Xi - Hi, where Hi is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree 3. (The cost of this reduction is to increase n, so that this 
result cannot be used in conjunction with Moh’s result for n = 2, mentioned in 
1.4.) In the more general case where Fi = Xi - H,(X,, . . . , X,) with Hi homoge- 
neous of degree S 2 2, we have J(F) = 1 - J(H) in the ring M,(A), where 
H = (H,, . . . , H,). Note that J(H) is homogeneous of degree 6 - 1. In this 
situation, the invertibility of J(F) in M,,(A) is equivalent to J(H) being nilpotent, 
i.e., J(F) being unipotent. This appeals to the following elementary theorem, 
setting R = M,(A) and h = J(H). The proof is not difficult, and will be omitted: 
Theorem. LetR=R,$R,$R,$~~~ be a graded ring, and let h E R be homoge- 
neous of degree L 1. Then I- h is invertible if and only if h is nilpotent. In this 
case (1 - h)-’ =l+h+h*+.... 0 
2.2. Some generalities on nilpotent matrices. It is known from linear algebra that 
for an n X n matrix (u,) with coefficients in a commutative reduced ring K, the 
condition of nilpotency is equivalent to the vanishing of (uii) at a certain 
collection of n polynomials, which will be denoted P,, . . . , P,, . Letting Uij be 
indeterminants, for 1 I i, j I n, P, is defined by the formula 
P,. = 
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This can be seen as follows. Consider the matrix U = (Uij), which has entries in 
rc= K[U,,,, U1.2, * * . 3 U,,,]. Let T be an indeterminant, and consider the ele- 
ment 1 - UT, which lies in M,*(Z)[ T] = A4, (X[ T]). We have the substitution 
homomorphism s : X-+ K which sends Uij to uii, and this induces maps 
rC[T]+ K[T] and M,(Z?C[T])-+M,(K[T]), which will also be denoted by s. 
Now, u = (uii) E M,(K) is nilpotent if and only if UT E M,(K[ T]) is nilpotent, 
and according to the theorem of 2.1, this holds if and only if 1 - UT is a unit in 
wzwm~ w ere we let R = M,,(K[ T]), graded by T, and h = UT.) This, in turn, 
is equivalent to the condition that det( 1 - UT) is a unit in K[ T]. Since K is a 
reduced ring, the units of K[ T] are the units of K, so u is nilpotent if and only if 
det(1 - UT) is a unit of K. Note that det( 1 - uT) = det(s(1 - UT)) = s(det( 1 - 
UT)). A straightforward calculation shows that 
det(l-UT)=1+P,T+P2T2+...P,*Tn, 
hence 
s(det(1 - UT)) = 1 + s(P1)T + s(P2)T2 + - . - + s(P,,) T” . 
Therefore det( 1 - UT) is a unit in K[ T] if and only if it is 1, and this is true 
precisely when we have s(P1) = s(P2) = . . . = s(P,*) = 0. Since s(P,.) = 
pr(UIJ7 Ul,D . * * 7 %.J, we have established the following theorem: 
2.3. Theorem. Let K be a reduced commutative ring, and let u = (ui,) E M,(K). 
Then U is nilpotent if and only if its coordinates uii are a zero for each of the 
polynomials P,, . . . , P,,, defined above in 2.2. Cl 
2.4. Characteristic polynomial. Let us note that the polynomials P,, . . . , P, are 
precisely the coefficients in 7C of the characteristic polynomial of U = ( Uij). For, 
embedding X[ T] in the Laurant polynomial ring X[ T, T-‘1, and letting Y = T-‘, 
we have 
det(Y - U) = Y” det(1 - UT) = Y”(1 + P,T + P,T’ + - - - + P,,T”) 
= Y” + P,Y”_’ + * *a + P,, , 
One can observe directly from Theorem 2.3 and the above equation the familiar 
fact that if u = (u,) is nilpotent, then U” = 0, since u satisfies its characteristic 
polynomial det( Y - u). 
2.5. Now let H be homogeneous of degree S L 2, and for r = 1, . . . , n, set 
P,.(J(ff)) = f’,(D,H,, D&, . . . , D,,H,,) . 
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Theorem. J(F) is invertible H J(H) is nilpotent e J(H)” = Oe P,(J(H)) = 0 for 
r=l,..., n. In this case j(F) = 1. 0 
Observe from the definition of P, that it is homogeneous of degree Y, and hence 
P,( J(H)) is homogeneous of degree r( 6 - 1). 
3. The inverse expansion 
3.1. Gurjar’s formula. [l, Part III] is devoted to the formal inverse expansion of 
a polynomial map F = (F1, . . . , F,). We recapitulate just a bit. There is an 
inversion formula which seems to have been first discovered (but not published) 
by Gurjar in 1974. This is a formula for the ‘analytic’ inverse G = (G, , . . . , G,) 
for the polynomial map F, provided F is of the form Fi = Xi - Hi(XI, . . . , X,) 
where Hi are polynomials all of whose homogeneous summands have degree I 2. 
This means that G,, . . . , G, are the (unique) formal power series (i.e. elements 
of the power series ring k[[X,, . . . , X,ll) such that G,(F1, . . . , F,) = Xi, for 
i=l,..., n. The formula is: 
Gj = 2 Dfpl(Xi - j(F) * (X - F)P) 
P 
where p ranges over all elements of IV (IQ = (0, 1, . . . }), and for p = 
(PI, * - * ? PA 
and 
(X - F)P = (X, - FI)p’ . . . (X, - F’n)Pn . 
Note that F is an automorphism if and only if each of the formal power series’ 
Gl,..., G, is a polynomial. 
3.2. Case of F = X - H. Now let us further assume that F satisfies the Jacobian 
hypothesis and, moreover, that Fj = Xi - Hi with Hi homogeneous of degree 
6 2 2. Then j(F) = 1 (theorem of 2.5)) and Gurjar’s formula becomes 
G. = G(O) + (-$I’ + G!2) + . . . 
I 1 1 1 
where 
Gid’ = c ,tpl(XHp) 
lpl=d 
for d =O, 1, . . . . Here IpI =pl + - - - +p,. Note that Gf”’ = Xi, Gil’ = Hi, and 
that G !d’ is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d(S - 1) + 1. Therefore, proving 
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the Jacobian Conjecture for F is equivalent to proving that Gy’ = 0 for d % 0, since 
this is just the condition that Gi is a polynomial. 
3.3. One of the main results of [l, Part III] is that, when F is an automorphism, 
Gfd’ can be written as a certain summation whose summands correspond in 
one-to-one fashion to ‘rooted trees’ having d vertices, which will now be 
discussed. 
4. Rooted trees and their associated polynomials 
4.1. Rooted trees. By a tree T we mean, as usual, a simply connected graph 
consisting of a set V(T) of vertices and a set E(T) of edges, which can be viewed 
as a certain symmetric subset of V(T) X V(T). A rooted tree is a tree T with one 
particular vertex rt, designated as its root. Rooted trees form a category, where a 
morphism T+ T’ is a map f:V(T)-+V(T’) which is a map of trees, i.e., 
f x f :V(T) X V(T)-+V(T’) X V(T’) carries E(T) into E( T') , such that f(rt T) = 
rt,,. We call the height of a vertex u E V(T) its ‘distance’ from the root rt,, i.e., 
the number of edges in the geodesic connecting u with rt,. The height of the 
rooted tree T is defined to be the maximum of the heights of its vertices. We 
denote by V(T) the set of vertices of T of height j. Then VO( T) = {rtT}. Let 
ej = Card r/;(T), so that Card V(T) = e, + e, + * . * + eh, where h is the height of 
T. Note that, for j 2 1, each vertex u of height j is connected by an edge to exactly 
one vertex of height j - 1, which we denote by uj(u). Thus we have these maps: 
V,(v--+ u/z v,_,(T)= - - sLV,(T) 2 V,(T) = {rtT} . 
(Note that T is determined by the sets VI(T), . . . , Vh( T) and the functions 
u2, * * * , uh.) For j L: 1 and u E I/;._,(T), let 
4.2. Associated polynomial. Let H,, . . . , Hn E A be homogeneous of degree 
6 ~2. For a fixed index iE{l,. . . , n}, we now identify a rooted tree T with a 
polynomial, which will depend on i and HI, . . . , H,. An i-rooted labeling of T is a 
function f :V(T)--+ (1,. . . , n} such that f(rt,) = i. Given an i-rooted labeling of 
T, let 
Df”+ = I-I D f(w) 
WEVf 
and PT,, = n Dfu+Hf(V) * 
uEV(T) 
Let Aut T represent the group of rooted tree automorphisms of T, and let 
cy( T) = Card Aut T. We quote here one of the main results of [l] (Theorem 4.1). 
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4.3. Theorem. If J(F) is invertible (i.e. J(H) is nilpotent), then 
Gld’ = c 
T 
3 
4n c P T,f 
where T varies over the isomorphism classes of rooted trees with d vertices and f 
varies over all i-rooted labelings of T. 0 
4.4. Restatement. As in [l], we adopt the following notation: let 8, be a set of 
isomorphism class representatives of rooted trees having d vertices, and let 
u;(T) = c p,,, , 
f 
where f varies over all i-rooted labe;_ngs of T. The formula of Theorem 4.3 thus 
becomes 
Gfd’ = c -!- 4T) - 
TET, 67 
5. Toward making the ‘right’ conjecture 
5.1. Again let H = (H,, . . . , H,,} where H,, . . . , H, E A are homogeneous of 
degree 6 2 2. The Jacobian Conjecture would be proved if one could show that, 
when 6 = 3, the nilpotency of J(H) implies that G ,‘d’ = 0, for i = 1, . . . , n and 
d S 0. In fact, according to 2.1 and 3.2, the Conjecture is equivalent to this 
assertion. Toward this end, the following conjecture was made in [l, 5.11. 
5.2. Conjecture of [l]. Given H as above, homogeneous of degree 6 L 2, then for 
any integer e 11, there is an integer d(e) such that for all d 1 d(e) and T E ud, 
the polynomials gj( T), i = 1, . . . , n, are in the differential ideal generated by the 
entries of the matrix J(H)‘. (If J(H) is nilpotent, then we know that J(H)” = 0 
(see 2.5), so this conjecture would give us G(“’ = 0 for d I d(n), thereby implying 
the Jacobian Conjecture.) 
5.3. However, one must concede that the vanishing of the polynomials G!d’ when 
H is homogeneous and J(H) is nilpotent could well be true for reasons different 
from those proposed in the above conjecture. It will be seen (and is already fairly 
obvious from the theorem of 2.5) that one improvement might be to ask that the 
a,( T)‘s be in the differential ideal generated by the polynomials P,(J(H)), 
r=l,. . . , n, instead of the entries of J(H)‘. Also, it could be true that U, can be 
partitioned into sets {SD} such that, for each p, the sum 
c 1 - Q.0) 
TESB 4T) 
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is forced to be zero by the nilpotency of J(H). Or perhaps the summands a,(T) 
are already too ‘fine’, in other words, that the summands of Gid’ can be seen as 
the disjoint union of courser groups of summands each of whose sums are forced 
to be zero by the nilpotency of J(H). (We will, in Section 10, present some 
evidence that this is the case, and propose some other polynomials which show 
promise - see Assertion B of 10.4.) Thus it is our goal in this paper to make some 
careful observations which lead us to modify the conjecture of 5.2 and present some 
tenable alternatives. 
6. The degree of the inverse 
6.1. The degree 6. The reader is again reminded that the Jacobian Conjecture is 
reduced to the case F = X - H where H is homogeneous of degree S = 3. In the 
following discussion, we only assume 8 2 2 because the further assumption does 
not seem to simplify any of the arguments. However, one should always bear in 
mind that we can, in fact, assume 6 = 3. 
6.2. Our approach is to write the polynomials G j”’ in some way as a sum C Q, 
such that the nilpotency of J(H) forces each Q, (and hence Gld’) to be zero, 
provided d is greater than or equal to some number d(n, S) depending on n and 
6. We now deal with the question of what d(n, 6 ) should be. In other words, if 
F = X - H satisfies the Jacobian hypothesis, how soon should we expect Gjd) to 
be zero? The following fact sheds light on this subject: 
6.3. Theorem. Let F = (F,, . . . , F,,) be an automorphism of k”, with G = F-l. 
Then deg G I (deg F)‘-I. 0 
For the proof we refer the reader to [ 1, Corollary 1.41. 
6.4. Therefore, if the Jacobian Conjecture is to be true, then in our situation 
F = X - H with 6 = deg(H), we should expect that when J(H) is nilpotent, then 
F is an automorphism whose inverse has degree 5 6”-l. Recalling from 3.2 that 
F-l = G = (G,, . . . , G,), where Gi = C G I”’ with Gid’ homogeneous of degree 
d(6 - 1) + 1, we now see that we should expect Gjd’ = 0 as soon as d(6 - 1) + 
1> Sn-‘, i.e., d > I + S + - -- + S”-* (for n 2 2). As a matter of fact we have 
established 
6.5. Theorem. The Jacobian Conjecture is equivalent to the following assertion, 
with 6 = 3: Given a polynomial map F : k” -+kn (n22) oftheform F=X=H, 
with H homogeneous of degree 6 and J(H) nilpotent, then Gid’ = 0 for d > 
I+ 8 + . . . + 8”-*. (Cl”’ is given by the formula of 4.4 in this case.) 0 
This theorem, together with the formula for Gld’ given in 4.4 leads us to look at 
the polynomials oj(T), where T E U, with d > 1 + 6 + . - - + 8”-*. 
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7. Clusters and tips 
7.1. We may ignore overly ‘clustered’ trees. A vertex v of a rooted tree T with 
more than 6 edges adjoining v and ‘leading away’ from the root rt, will be called a 
clustered vertex. This is just the condition that Card v+ > 6. (Recall from 4.1 the 
definition of v’.) The tree will be called unchstered if it contains no clustered 
vertices. Observe that if T is a rooted tree which contains a clustered vertex, then 
the polynomial oi(T) is zero, since each of its summands P,,,, where f is an 
i-rooted labeling of T, contains the factor 
Now, Card v+ is the order of the derivative in this expression. Our assumption is 
that Card v+ > 6 = deg(Eifc,,), so the above is clearly zero. Therefore, in the 
formula for Gfd’ given in 4.4, which holds when J(H) is nilpotent, we may restrict 
the summation to trees T E-IT, which have no clustered vertices. A moments 
reflection will convince one that the condition d > 1+ 6 + - - - + Sne2 is exactly 
the condition that forces an unclustered rooted tree with d vertices to have height 
2 n - 1. In the light of this observation, one ’ is tempted to wonder if the 
nilpotency of J(H) implies that the polynomials a,(T) are zero whenever the 
height of T is 2 n - 1. Let us note that this would prove the Jacobian Conjecture. 
7.2. We will test this for the simplest case - the case where T consists of a 
geodesic with n - 1 edges: 
Here we have 
where (tl, . . . , t,_l) varies over (1, . . . , n}“-I. Note that as t,, . . . , t,_, vary but 
t,_ 1 remains fixed, the factor 
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is the entry of row t,_ 1, column i of the matrix J(H)‘? On first glance, this is 
disappointing, since the nilpotency of J(H) implies that J(H)” = 0 (2.5). How- 
ever, if we apply Euler’s formula to the remaining factor, and then allow t,_, to 
vary we get the desired result. Recall that Euler’s formula states that for a 
homogeneous polynomial M of degree 6 in the variables X,, . . . , X,, we have 
6M = 2 XjDjM . 
j=l 
Applying this to 
we have 
a,(T) = L c s (r1. . , f”) xt,Dt,Htn_l ” ’ DtZHtlDflHi 
Bl,i 
=;(xl,...,xn) : 1-I Bn,i 
where B, i, . . . , B,,i are the entries in column i of the matrix J(H)“. If J(H) is 
nilpotent, we have J(H)” = 0, and hence U-~(T) = 0 for this special case. 
7.3. A vertex u of a rooted tree T is called a tip if u # rt, and u is an ‘end vertex’, 
i.e., it has only one adjoining edge. It follows from Theorem 6.5 that the Jacobian 
Conjecture would be proved if we could show that O-~(T) = 0 whenever T has height 
2n - 1, under the assumption J(H) is nilpotent. It will be shown below that it 
sufices to consider trees which have the property that every tip has height n - 1. 
Note that the tree considered in 7.2 satisfies this property. 
7.4. Theorem. The following assertion, for 6 = 3, implies the Jacobian Conjecture: 
GivenH=(H,,..., H,,) homogeneous of degree 6, and T a rooted tree such that 
each tip of T has height n - 1, then O;.(T) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. 
The proof will occupy Sections 8 and 9. 
8. Tree surgery 
8.1. This concept was introduced in [ 1, 111.51, and will be developed further here. 
Given TEU,, u EV(T), and REU,, we denote by 
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T”c--OR 
the rooted tree obtained by joining the root rt, of R to the vertex u of T by a new 
edge, and declaring rt, to be the root of the resulting tree. Clearly T” R E 
II- d+e. We then have 
g(T” 0-o R) = i a,(R) - q,,,(T) 
L? = 1 
where q v “(T) is defined by the formula . 3 
ai v u(T) = 2 D,Df,;+Hfcu, * 1-I 1 1 
f KJEV(T) 
Dfw+Hftw, 
wfu 
with f varying over all i-rooted labelings of T. Note that 
c q,,,(T) = w-m 
uEV(T) 
and hence we have 
2 cq(T”c-OR)= i a,(R)-D,q(T). 
VEV(T) L7=1 
8.2. Several branches. Given u, w E V(T) we can view T as a subtree of 
TV G-OR, and thereby w E V( T” G-O R). If S is another rooted tree, we can 
then form 
(T”o-oR)“o-OS. 
Note the commutativity of this procedure with respect to (u, R) and (w, S). Now 
suppose we have vertices u,, . . . , u, E V(T) and rooted trees R,, . . . , R,. We 
define 
T@+ “I) o---o (R,, . . . , R,) 
= (( - - - ((T”’ 0-o R1)u2 G--O R2)‘? F. . -)“’ o--o R,) , 
noting as above the commutativity of the expression with respect to the indices 
1 3 . - - > t. The last formula of 8.1 generalizes to 
c uj( T’“ll ’ “I) 0-o (R,, . . . , R,)) 
(7) 1’. ., U,)=(T) 
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9. Numbered rooted trees 
9.1. It is convenient to introduce another concept here. Let T be a rooted tree. 
By a numbering of T by S, we mean a bijection u : S-+ V(T), where S is some set 
of integers, which will often be the set (1, . . . , m} , where m = Card V(T). A 
numbered rooted tree Y consists of a rooted tree T together with a numbering uY 
of T. The underlying rooted tree T will then be denoted by 1 F/, and we simply 
write V(Y) for V( 1 Si), and also ai for a,(lYi). Denote by S(Y) the set S C Z 
from which Y is numbered. Two numbered rooted trees 5 and %! will be 
considered to be the ‘same’, or isomorphic, if S(Y) = S(6R ) and there exists a 
rooted tree isomorphism y : 1 FI -+ I % I which preserves the numbering, in other 
words, Y(~&-)) = us (Y) for all Y E S(Y). For any finite set S C Z, we denote by 
Ys the set of rooted trees numbered by S, up to isomorphism. For S = 
(1, * * . , m}, we write 5m for Ys. 
9.2. Surgery on numbered rooted trees. If Y’ and 3 are numbered rooted trees 
with S(Y) and S(% ) disjoint, then for u E V(Y), the tree ) F)” C-O 1% 1 inherits 
an obvious numbering from that of Y and 3. This numbered rooted tree is 
denoted by Y” O-C $R. Note that 
Similarly, if ul, . . . , u, E V(Y) and B1, . . . , 9?t are numbered rooted trees with 
S(Y), S(S,), . * * , S(fJ$) mutually disjoint, we can form the rooted numbered 
tree 
as in 8.2. 
9.3. Formula for G,‘d’. Given a rooted tree T with m vertices, we ask how many 
numbered rooted trees F there are (up to isomorphism) such that S(5) = 
(1,. . . ) m} and IiT-1 2 T. Clearly there are m! ways to number the vertices from 
0,. * * 7 m}, but these do not in general represent distinct isomorphism classes of 
numbered rooted trees. In fact the group Aut T acts freely on these numberings 
in an obvious way, and two numberings give isomorphic numbered rooted trees if 
and only if they are in the same orbit. It follows that the number of isomorphism 
classes represented by these numberings is m! Icy(T). Therefore, for T E U,, we 
have 
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where Y varies over all rooted numbered trees such that lY1 = T. Recall that 
when J(H) is nilpotent, G id’ is given by 
Putting these equations together, and recalling that Yd is the set of (isomorphism 
classes of) numbered rooted trees having d vertices numbered from the set 
(1,. . . , d}, we obtain 
As we observed in 7.1 above, we have cri( Y) = 0 whenever 1 YI contains a 
clustered vertex. Therefore we let pd be the set of Y E Yd such that ) YI is 
unclustered, and we have 
9.4. Geodesics. Let A be the set consisting of all sequences A = (A,, . . . , A,_,) 
where A,, . . . , A,_, are distinct elements of S = { 1, . . . , d} . (Keep in mind that n 
is the dimension of our affine space.) For A E A, define %A to be the following 
rooted tree, numbered by { A,, . . . , A,_, } : 
we call %* the A-geodesic. Let Yd,A be the subset of Yd consisting of those 
numbered rooted trees Y containing the A-geodesic as a sub-numbered rooted 
tree. 
9.5. We now assume d > 1 + 6 + . - - + S n-2. By what has been observed in 7.1, 
every Y E c has height zn - 1, and thus contains at least one A-geodesic. This 
says that 
Letting A, be the set of subsets {A(l), . . . , A @I} of A having Y distinct elements, 
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Gid’ = z r~l l c (-l)r+l c c Oi(F) . 
{A(l), ) A(‘)}EA, T--d A(l)-nTd *(r) 
(Note the finiteness of this summation.) For a fixed {h(l), . . . , A”‘} E A,, let us 
consider the summands a,(F) for a given F in 
qhcl) n 
which appear in the 
F generated by the 
above expression. Let 2’ be the sub-numbered rooted tree of 
geodesics 
Note that 2’ is a numbered rooted tree having the property that all of its tips have 
height n - 1, and that 5? is the same for each F in 
since there is clearly only one numbered rooted tree consisting of the numbered 
geodesics 
Note also that 22 is numbered from the set 
S(Y) = s(q(l,) u * * - u S(+&r,) . 
Since 2 is a sub-numbered rooted tree of F, there are vertices u,, . . . , u, E V(2) 
and rooted numbered trees s2,, . . . , St such that F is of the form 
F = .L!?(“‘~ ’ vr) o--o (.q ) . . . ) .c%!!) . 
Moreover, {S(!3!I), . . . , S(LRt)} forms a partition of the set S - S(2). Converse- 
ly, given a partition {S,, . . . , S,) of S - S(2), numbered rooted trees B,, . . . , 92( 
with S(.9$) = Sj, and vertices u,, . . . , u, E V(2), the tree F defined by the above 
equation is in 
F d h(l) n - - - n Fd A(‘) . 
Therefore we have 
c pi= C c 
=Td *(l)““‘“Td,*(‘, {Sl, . t 1 S,) %2,EYS,> , S,EYs/ 
c 
(u 
cri(LP’7 ( “b--G (LB2,, . . . ,9i!J> 
I,..., Ut)EV(~)~ 
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where {S,, . . . , S,} runs through all partitions of S - S(X). We now appeal to 8.2 
to obtain 
c 
is,, , S,) 9tl~~s,, , caters 
I 
c 
(a 
(It cJ.ai(% ))Dal - * - D,Jo;.(m 
1,. .1 a,) i=l 
E(1,. , n)’ 
9.6. Now we note that for any numbered rooted tree .Y having exactly Y tips, each 
having height YE - 1, there is a unique set {A(‘), . . . , A”‘} E A, such that the 
geodesics 
are sub-rooted numbered trees of .Z and generate 3 as a tree. Therefore, in the 
expression for Gjd) given in 9.5, instead of summing over A,, we sum over rooted 
trees .Z numbered from a subset of S = { 1, . . . , d} (hence having 5 d vertices), 
having exactly Y tips. Let Z(d, r) denote the set of such rooted numbered trees. 
Putting this together with the above equation, we have 
Gjd’ = $ c (++l c c c * rz1 cYE3(d, r) {S,, , S,} 9tl~TS,, , !iBetETs 
partition of 
I 
S--S(T) 
c 
(a 
(Ii cJ-aj(% 1) Da1 -* * Da,(a,W> 
1,. , at) j=l 
E{l, , n}’ 
Recalling that ~~(3) ignores the numbered structure on Z’ and is equal to CF~( IZI), 
this shows that Gid) is zero provided ai = 0 whenever L is a rooted tree such 
that each tip has height n - 1, thus proving Theorem 7.4. Note that the above 
equation gives Gid’ as an element of the differential ideal generated by such 
q(L)‘s. 
10. Why should the ai(L be zero? 
10.1. We contemplate how one might prove that crj(L) is zero whenever .7(H) is 
nilpotent and L is a rooted tree satisfying special properties, e.g. all tips of L have 
height n - 1. Recall from 2.5 that the nilpotency of J(H) is equivalent to the 
vanishing of the polynomials P,(J(H)), for r = 1, . . . , n, and, if we were to join 
in the spirit of the conjecture quoted in 5.2, we might be led to pose the following 
assertion, noting that, by Theorem 7.4, it implies the Jacobian Conjecture. 
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Assertion A. If L is a rooted tree all of whose tips have height yt - 1, then a,(L) is 
in the differential ideal generated by the polynomials P,(J(H)), Y = 1, . . . , ~1. 
In the next three subsections we give some elaborations on the plausibility and 
appropriateness of Assertion A as 
10.2. Assertion A for a geodesic. 
when L has only one tip. This is 
showed that 
a conjecture. 
First of all we show that Assertion A holds 
the situation discussed in 7.2, for which we 
Bl,i 
i. \ 1 
q(L) = ; (Xl,. . . ) X,) - 
\* I Bn,i 
where B, i,. . . , B,,i is the ith column of J(H)“. It is apparent from 2.4 that the 
characteristic polynomial of J(H) is given by 
Y” + P,(J(H)). Yn-l + PZ(J(H)). Yn-2 + . . . + P,,(J(H)) . 
Since J(H) satisfies this polynomial, we have the equation 
J(H)” = - P,(J(H)) - J(H)n-l - P2(J(H)) - J(H)“-’ - - - - 
- P,CJCH)) ) 
which, in row i column i, gives 
BTj = -P,(J(H)). B;y-1’ - P,(J(H)) - B$-2) - . . . - P,(J(H)) , 
where By) is the entry in row i column i of J(H)“, so that Bi i = By). This shows 
that gi(L j is in the actual ideal generated by P,( J(H)), Y = l’, . . . , k, and proves 
Assertion A for this case. 
10.3. We make some observations about the case treated above in contemplation 
of how such an argument might be generalized. Let us note that the polynomials 
Bj,, are special cases of the polynomials O;.~,,(L) introduced briefly in 8.1. 
Specifically, if L is the rooted geodesic of height n - 1 and u is its tip, then one 
sees from the definition that Bj i = q v a 7 , (L). Recalling that, for such an L, the 
terms B,,i arose in 7.2 when we applied Euler’s formula to those factors in the 
summands of Cr,(L) corresponding to the tip, we seek to generalize this proce- 
dure. For any rooted tree T we can apply Euler’s formula to the factors in -each 
summand corresponding to a tip, collect some terms, and thereby express O-~(T) 
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in terms of expressions which are polynomials in the entries of J(H) and their 
derivatives. In other words, these new expressions will not involve any undifferen- 
tiated Hj’s. It is possible that, when all 
expressions can be seen to be zero when 
r=l,..., n. We will now carry out this 
10.4. The polynomials a,,,(T). Let T be 
of vertices in V(T) which are tips. A 
the tips of T have height n - 1, these 
J(H) is nilpotent, i.e. P,(J(H)) = 0 for 
procedure. 
a rooted tree and let Tip(T) be the set 
labeling of Tip(T) is just a function 
g:Tip(T)-+{l,. . . , n}. According to 4.4, 4.2, and Euler’s formula (7.2), we 
have 
=;: Je-I l-l 
f wETip 
Hfcw, Dff +Hfw 
uEV(T)-Tip(T) u 
uEV(T)-Tip(T) 
Dfu+Hf(u) 
= $2 (c rI Dg(w,HfCw, 
g f wETip uEV(T)-Tip(T) 
Df”+Hfw) - xg 
where s = Card Tip(T), g varies over all labelings of Tip(T), and 
xg = l-I q(w) 
wETip( T) 
Letting ai,, be defined by 
ai,g(T) = C I-I Dg(W)Hf(W) 
f wETip uEV(T)-Tip(T) 
we thus have 
q(T) = 6 CardlTip(T) 2 (ci,g(T)) * xg ’ 
g 
This leads us to pose the following refinement of Assertion A, knowing that it 
would imply Assertion A, and hence the Jacobian Conjecture: 
Assertion B. If L is a rooted tree all of whose tips have height n - 1 and g is a 
labeling of Tip(L), then u~,~(L) is in the differential ideal generated by the 
polynomials P,( J(H)), Y = 1, . . . , n. 
We note that if L is a geodesic, then o;,,(L) coincides with u~,~,~(~)(L), where u 
is the tip of L. Since this is Bgcu) i of 10.2, Assertion B holds for this case. 
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10.5. Everything in this section has been posed in the wrong way! Assertions A 
and B, as well as the conjecture quoted in 5.2, are improperly stated in the 
following sense. In the ring A = k[X, , . . . , X,], the only two differential ideals 
are (0) and A. Therefore, in the case where the Jacobian hypothesis fails for 
F = X - H, or equivalently, P,(J(H)) # 0 for some Y E (1, . . . , n}, the differen- 
tial ideal generated by { P,(J(H)) 11 I r 5 n} is all of A, so the conclusions of all 
these statements hold! However, this sort of thing is not at all what we have in 
mind when we conjecture that polynomials like G:d’, ai( T), or u~,~(T) are in the 
differential ideal generated by { P,(J(H)) 111 r 5 n} . What we seek is some sort 
of ‘formal’ expression for, say, G fd’ where d > 1 + 6 + - . . + S n-2, involving the 
polynomials H,, . . . , H,, and their iterated derivatives, which holds for any 
HI,..., H, homogeneous of degree S, and vanishes when P,(J(H)) = 0 for 
r=l,..., n. Noting that Gid’, a,(‘), ai,,( f’,(J(W), . - . , and f’,(J(H)) 
have all been expressed as polynomials in H,, . . . , H, and their iterated deriva- 
tives, we now pose the above questions in a setting where H,, . . . , H, are 
replaced by formal indeterminants and D,, . . . , D, by formal commuting dif- 
ferential operators. 
11. The formal conjectures 
11.1. Let ti6 be the differential Q-algebra (in the sense of [2, Chapter I]) 
generated by indeterminants x1, . . . , X,, and formal differential operators 
g,,..., a,,, subject to the relation 
for j=l,. . . , n whenever ]a] > 6. (We write ]a!1 for cyl + a.. + LY,,.) As a Q- 
algebra, S$ is then a polynomial ring generated by the algebraically independent 
elements 
where laicn and ]a]~& 
11.2. Homomorphism p to A(=k[X,, . . . , X,l). Given H,, . . . , H,, E A homo- 
geneous of degree 6, there is obviously a unique homomorphism of differential 
Q-algebras 
such that p(xj) = Hi for j= 1,. . . , n. (By ‘homomorphism of differential Q- 
algebras’, we mean that p(gj’%) = Dip(“) for j = 1, . . . , n, 021 E s&.) 
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11.3. Formal Jacobian matrix. Given an element of &i, we can form its formal 
Jacobian matrix with respect to the operators 9$, . . . , 9,, in the obvious way. In 
particular, letting 5V = (X, , . . . , Z$), we obtain the matrix (Bj Zj), which we 
denote by J(X). We define the elements LPI, . . . , P,, of & by the formula 
which makes sense, since P, , . . . , P,, can be viewed as elements of O[U,,] 
(recalling their definition in 2.2). Observe that p(P,.) = P,(J(H)). 
11.4. Formal analogues of the ‘tree polynomials’. All of the polynomials 
in Section 4 have analogues in &. Thus for a rooted tree T, we define 
.Y T,f = I-I 
vEV(T) 
where f is an i-rooted labeling of T and 
9, = I-I Sf(w) * -u+ 
WEV+ 
In analogy to the polynomials u~( T) we set 
Y;(T) = c PT,f ’ 
I 
where f runs through all i-rooted labelings of T, and thus the analogue 
(when J(H) is nilpotent - see 4.4) will be defined by 
defined 
of G!d’ 1 
9;“’ = c J- o;.(T) 
TET, 4T) 
and let us note that the argument of 7.1 shows that Yi( T) will be zero whenever T 
contains a clustered vertex, so that, as before, we may omit these trees in the 
above summation. Note that p( *Y::( T)) = Yi( T), and if J(H) is nilpotent, then 
p($“‘) = Gjd’. 
11.5. It is in this setting that the conjectures involving differential ideals seem 
appropriate, since the ring .& has non-trivial proper differential ideals, and our 
arguments seem to use formal properties of derivatives. 
Formal Conjecture. For d sufficiently large, 9:“’ is in the differential ideal of R& 
generated by PI, . . . , Pn. 
This conjecture, for 8 = 3, implies the Jacobian Conjecture. For if H,, . . . , H,, 
are homogeneous of degree 6, with J(H) nilpotent, then the differential ideal 
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generated by 9,) . . . , P,* is contained in the kernel of tne map p : d6 --+ A defined 
in 11.2, since P,(J(H)) = 0 for Y = 1, . . . , n. The conjecture then gives that 
Gld’ = p( $3~‘) = 0 for large d, which implies that X - H is invertible (Section 3). 
Recalling that the Jacobian Conjecture is reduced to the case F = X - H, with H 
homogeneous of degree 3 (see 2. l), our claim is established. 
11.6. We now pose two refinements of the above conjecture, along the lines, 
respectively, of the conjecture of 5.2 and of Assertion B of Section 10, but made 
in the context of the formal differential objects defined in this section. The 
following refinement is somewhat analogous to the conjecture of 5.2, but it 
incorporates the fact that the nilpotency of J(H) is equivalent to the vanishing of 
PAJW‘ zr= ,...,n. 1 
Formal 11 !e Assertion 1. For d sufficiently large, and T E U,, the polynomial 
Y,(T) is in the differential of & generated by PI, . . . , P’,. 
(Observe that since, by definition, 9:“’ is a Q-linear combination of the 
Yj(T)‘s, this clearly implies the Formal Conjecture, of 11.5, and hence, for 6 = 3, 
the Jacobian Conjecture.) We now contemplate the plausibility of a formal 
analogue of Assertion A, of 10.1. The proof of this assertion in the case of a 
geodesic (10.2) is not encouraging because it appeals to Euler’s formula, for 
which we do not have a formal analogue in ,aQ, . Recall the Euler’s formula led us 
in 10.4 to the polynomials u~,,( T), which, in Assertion B, were conjectured to be 
in the differential ideal of A generated by P,(J(H)), for Y = 1, . . . n. Taking our 
cue from the definition of ci_,(T) in 10.4, we define its formal analogue 
Yi,,(T) E SZQS by the formula 
f wETip UEV(T)-Tip(T) 
where g, as in 10.4, is a labeling of Tip(T). The following assertion clearly implies 
Assertion B, since p(Yi,,(7’)) = o;._,(T). 
Formal Tree Assertion 2. If L is a rooted tree all of whose tips have height yt - 1 
and g is a labeling of Tip(L), then Yj,g(L) is in the differential of & generated by 
!z$, . . . ) 9,. 
We remark, first of all, that this assertion, for 6 = 3, implies the Jacobian 
Conjecture. Secondly, like Assertion B, it holds when L is the simple geodesic 
because in this case Yi,g(L) is the entry in row g(v), column i of the matrix J(%‘)“. 
Since J( %!f’) satisfies its characteristic polynomial, we follow the argument for J(H) 
of 10.2, which shows that Yj,,(L) is in the actual ideal generated by PI, . . . , iPn. 
Finally, we remark that an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 7.4, using 
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numbered rooted trees, shows that Formal Tree Assertion 2 implies the Formal 
Conjecture (11.5), but it does not quite imply, analogous to the proof of Theorem 
7.4, that %i(d) is in the differential ideal of L& generated by gl, . . . , Pn for 
d > 1 + 6 + . . . + 8n-2, assuming the Formal Tree Assertion. This is because we 
cannot formalize that part of the argument which appeals to Euler’s formula. 
Instead, this is attained for d > 1 + 6 + - . - + an-‘, since we must assure that each 
tree with d vertices contains a subtree all of whose tips have height n (not n - 1). 
One then observes that for a tree T having the property that all of its tips have 
height YE, Y1 (T) is clearly an d8-linear combination of Yi,,(L)‘s, where the L’s 
are trees all of whose tips have height n - 1. 
12. Concluding remarks 
12.1. Results of some calculations. It is the author’s suspicion that if the Jacobian 
Conjecture is true, it is true because some ‘formal’ statement, such as those posed 
in 11.5 and 11.6, holds. Whether or not any of those assertions posed is the right 
statement is obviously in doubt at the moment. The case n = 2, 6 = 3 (for which 
we know the Jacobian Conjecture holds - see 1.4) is useful for the purpose of 
verifying such statements. As an example, in [ 1, Part III, Proposition 5.31 the 
conjecture of 5.2 is verified for 6 = 3 and e = 2, with d(e) = 2. A quick reflection 
will convince the reader that this more than proves our Assertion A (10.1) for the 
case n = 2, since the argument of 10.2 shows that the entries of J(H)2 are in the 
ideal generated by P,(J(H)) and P,(J(H)). A careful look at the proof given in 
[l] shows that, except for an appeal to Euler’s formula, it uses only the ‘formal’ 
properties which could be carried out in the context of Section 11. By utilizing 
similar arguments, the author has verified that 
Proposition. Formal Tree Assertion 2 of 11.6 holds for the case n = 2, 6 = 3. 0 
Note that the trees L to be dealt with, namely those unclustered trees all of 
whose tips have height 1, are precisely these: 
The calculations are a bit tedious and will not be included, but just for example, 
for the tree L having two tips and g a labeling of the tips which labels one tip as 1 
and the other as 2, we have 
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and when L is the tree having three tips and g labels each tip as 1, we have 
Note that the above formulas show that these .Yi,,(L)‘s are in the differential 
ideal generated by P1 and P2, as desired. We wonder about the existence of 
general formulas for the Yi,,(L)‘s, for arbitrary n, as &-linear combinations of 
the .Yr’s and their iterated derivatives. The author is in the process of trying to 
carry out similar calculations for the case n = 3, with the aid of a computer. 
12.2. Questions about the formal polynomials. The introduction of the differential 
ring .&. and the formal polynomials leads to some questions which are interesting 
within themselves. For example, 
Question 1. Is the differential ideal of d8 generated by P1, . . . , .9,, a prime ideal? 
Is it a radical ideal? 
This question was encountered by the author in attempting to deal with 
Question 2 below. Our general approach to the Jacobian Conjecture would be 
vindicated if the following could be answered affirmatively: 
Question 2. Is the Formal Conjecture (of 11.5) equivalent to the Jacobian 
Conjecture? 
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